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About This Game

Julian Luxemburg has prepared a dinner for two at his place – but things go awry when the date does not show up and
he is left waiting at his dinner table, the clock’s ticking growing unbearably loud.

„Dinner Date” is the character portrait of Julian: by becoming his subconsciousness you gain a clear vantage point on the worries
which take a hold of him. As the wait for the beautiful girl grows longer it becomes evident that Julian’s real problems may not

even begin originate the girl: what of his work and his boss? And what of the headhunter, his fascination with Byron and his
friendship with Jerry who, all things considered, was ultimately the person who pushed Julian to go on this date?

You are not merely listening – in the unprecedented role as his subconsciousness you tap the table, look at the clock and, as
Julian bares more of his mind, reluctantly start to eat, your actions resonating with Julian’s thoughts to form an absolutely

singular form of intimacy.

In this manner you will experience „Dinner Date”: with some glasses of wine, some bread, some soup - and with a clock which
slowly mocks the constant wait for when she comes, this elusive girl who will solve everything.

Key features:

Julian’s story lasts a fully voiced 25 minutes and is told through various unique animations, set in a real-time 3d
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environment with the unique interface of playing as a subconsciousness, the first of its kind.
The game is complimented by an original score, written by Than van Nispen tot Pannerden.
At the Independent Game Festival 2011, „Dinner Date” has been nominated for the Nuovo award, an award which
‘honors abstract, shortform, and unconventional game development which advances the medium and the way we think
about games.’
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Great immersive experience. Played the game. Was an accurate depiction of how most Craigslist dates go. Can confirm.. I can't
remember when I got this game, but it was closer to when it came out than to now. Pretty sure it was around the time Heavy
Rain came out and I didn't have a PS3 and I thought "hey this is a novel experiment I should try this out." It wasn't really much
back then and I don't think it aged well at all. It's absurdly short and I've heard people back then say $5 is a bit overpriced for a
"demo" like this. Nowadays I don't think people care that much about throwing $5 away to play
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 video games but \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it.

So you play as the "subconscious" of Julian Luxemburg, an Englishman office worker who seems posh but is a 27 year old
bachelor in a run down apartment trying to get laid. More specifically your co-worker set you up with a Japanese girl named
Meiko who... hasn't arrived. The "gameplay" is uh... various prompts appear on screen, you press a prompt and Julian does
something. That's pretty much it. Press Q to look at the clock. Press N to eat the bread. So on. It's a very narrative driven game
where you're not really supposed to play it but rather you're supposed to just sit there and listen to the ramblings of a loner, and
the quality of writing is just you'd expect from that kind of melodramatic premise. There are three "parts" to the game and the
only character you see is Julian, as (spoiler) his date never really shows up anyway, so he gets drunk on two or three glasses of
wine and then runs off to the club his co-workers party at to try and find her.

In my honest to God opinion Julian seems like a stupid young man who bends easily to expectation. His motives are kind of
pathetic. He practices reciting poetry to himself in hopes to impress her (even though his kitchen is a mess) among other things
but in his inner monologue you barely don't hear much about his thoughts on HER as a person or a character because he isn't so
much into the whole relationship aspect as he is getting laid and living the same kind of life his peers are. In other words he's in
it exclusively for that sweet Asian \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, and living in the comformity of actually getting
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I'd go as far as to call him an incel but that might be a bit mean on my part plus I'm just not
sure he meets the criteria. The ingrediants are there, it just hasn't baked yet. I mean if you're going after a girl just to get
your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665wet and not to pursue a relationship then just rent a prostitute or something, mate.

So this was an interesting project in 2011 or so but it's lackluster now. Telltale is bankrupt now and narrative games are kind of
the status quo now. This one isn't very quality.

It's not even a good "eating a fancy dinner alone in your apartment" simulator. Sorry.
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